Winter 2021 Weave-Along Doubleweave Ruana
Pattern Corrections and Clarifications Updated 2-27-21
Page 2
The individual tally of the brown, cream, and orange ends are slightly oﬀ. The total
number of ends is correct. The correct ends should be: 97 brown, 72, cream, and 31,
orange.
These changes marginally aﬀect the total amount of warp yardage required: 2 yds less
of brown and orange and 4 yds more of cream.
Page 3
Chart 3 Accent Area: the colors in the holes should be reversed. Chart 1 and 2 are
correct, so you should already have the back heddle hole threaded correctly.
To proceed, pull through the 4 ends to the front, 3 brown and 1 orange and thread the
single orange in the FRONT heddle hole.
Corrected chart:

I eliminated the arrows on the back heddle since that step has been completed.
In the explanation you should be moving the yarn to the LEFT hole as indicated in the
chart not “right” as written in the caption.
Page 6
Under Thread Front Heddle:
I state I’m working “right-to-left”, but I’m actually am working left-to-right.
Under Placing Pick-Up Sticks, Pick-Up Stick A:
On Pick-Up A in the left-most brown stripe, pick up 9 brown ends, not 8.
Working right-to-left when facing the loom pick up one of each pair using the following
color order: 8 brown, 12, tan, 8 cream, 20, read, 11, orange, 9 brown, 12 tan, 8 cream.
If for any reason you made a threading error and/or modified the pattern, pick up the
yarns as they appear in the holes in Heddle 2. The total number of ends and the color
order on Heddle 2 holes and Pick-Up Stick A should match.
Page 8
Since the last pick of the colorwork on the back was woven on the bottom layer is with
Heddle 1 down, if you start the flaps area sequence as written in the pattern (see page
8), the first pick of the solid stripes on the front on the bottom layer will be in the same
shed.
This would be a better way to start that sequence.
1. Pick Up Stick B, shuttle 1 (lower layer)
2. Pick Up Stick A, shuttle 2 (upper layer)
3. Heddle 1 down, shuttle 1 (lower layer)
4. Heddle 2 up, shuttle 2 (upper layer)
If you end up with a doubled weft pick on the bottom layer at that transitions you can
do a couple of things:
Leave it and think of it as a pat on the shoulder from your less than perfect
•
teacher.
If that area happens to be a little crammed, you can cut out the extra yarn by
•
snipping it in the middle and pulling out either end and needle weaving the tail
back in.
If that area happens to be a little open, you can needle weave in a new weft end.
•
I’ll add this to the pattern download page and the announcement.
•

Page 14
To highlight the suggestion to reinforce the neck opening for both versions, I broke this
section out under a separate heading.
Page 17
The Indirect Warp Color Order Chart: The third pairing from the right should be 16 tan/
16 cream not 32 tan /32 cream. Also the total number of ends tally on the far left was
cut oﬀ. Corrected chart:

